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Exploring Horizons

Amsterdam

Nunhems zaden

When we went to Amsterdam, the bus dropped us off at a big
market and we walked around for a while. After that we had lunch
and walked by the museums to the ‘IAMSTERDAM’ sculpture
where we took lots of pictures. Our teachers dropped us off in the
centre of Amsterdam and we had free time for shopping and dinner.
We had to be back at 17.30 and we had a great walk through the red
light district. Back at the central station our teachers gave us some
more free time which we used to have a nice cup of tea. We left
Amsterdam at 18.45 and our bus driver put on a movie. After the
long trip everyone was tired and slept in the bus. It was a lovely day.

Met the mayor
The mayor told us that the
key to success is to be able to
speak another language when
you’re going to study in a
foreign country.

Read the very
exclusive interview

Outside of school
Outside of school we spent a lot of time
laughing together and really enjoying
the Dutch culture.

Nunhems Zaden is a company
which makes seeds to make our
vegetables. During our visit we
learnt that it’s important to
communicate with people outside of
your own department. So you can
get the best results. The company
has lots of offices all over the world
so it’s really important to know a
foreign language. We enjoyed our
visit and learned a lot about seeds
and DNA.

Fontys Venlo
We had a great lesson about the
borders around Roermond and one
about the stereotypes in the world.
Because everyone thinks we all
smoke weed in the Netherlands,
another example is that every single
English person drinks tea. It’s
wrong to have stereotypes but we
really enjoyed it. At Fontys they
taught us that it’s important to learn
something about other cultures to be
successful in your life. Because if
you work at a foreign company you
learn how to communicate with
people, no one acts the same
because in Asia it’s normal to just
stand still and do your presentation
but in the Netherlands we call that
boring and rather have someone
jumping around and showing us
some video’s.

